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ESGF PID System: Current status 

 Current status of nodes (DKRZ, IPSL, PCMDI) 
 Core software components are stable 
 publisher library, consumer, viewer 
 monitoring, fallbacks, first aid documentation 

 Evolving practice based on what works and 
what doesn‘t (e.g. credentials distribution) 
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How does it work in detail? 

 Publisher -> RabbitMQ -> Consumer 
 Most recent developments: 
 All channels to RabbitMQ entry nodes and within the federation 

secured by TLS 
 Redefinition of queues to accommodate multiple 

prefixes/projects and make extensions easier 
 As part of this: Separation of collections from CMIP6 (dedicated prefix) 

 Information pages explaining data cart (collection) PIDs 
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esgffed-exchange (F) 

esgffed-exchange-
alternate (F) 

esgffed-queue-
consumer-cmip6 
 (F) (is consumed) 

esgffed-queue-alternate 
 (F) (dead end) 

Consumer CMIP6 Publisher 

Publish / consume message 

Route message 

Re-route message 

Proposed status of the 
RabbitMQ setup on pid1 
(2017-07-11) 
 
Slide by Merret Buurman 

Publisher / Consumer 

esgffed-queue-
consumer-collections  

(F) (is consumed) 

Consumer 
COLLECTIONS 

esgffed-queue-
consumer-obs4mips  

(F) (is consumed) 
Consumer OBS4MIPS 

esgffed-queue-
consumer-cordex 
 (F) (is consumed) 

Consumer CORDEX 

Published with routing keys: 
<prefix>.HASH.untreated.<something> 
<prefix>.HASH.parking.<something> 
<prefix>.HASH.healthcheck.healthcheck 
<prefix>.HASH.parking.versrecheck-ds 

Published with routing keys: 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.publi-ds-orig 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.publi-ds-repli 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.publi-file-orig 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.publi-file-repli 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.errata-add 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.errata-rem 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.datacart 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.unpubli-onevers 
<prefix>.HASH.fresh.unpubli-allvers 
 
Instead of „fresh“ it could theoretically be „fresh-
untrusted-fallback“, or „fresh-untrusted-unsure“ 
or „fresh-untrusted-only“, but we don‘t allow 
those. 
 
 

2114100.# 

esgf-exchange-retry-
later  

esgf-queue-healthcheck 
(5 minutes parking) 

esgf-queue-parking 
(2 hours parking) 

esgf-queue-untreated 
(dead end) 

#.parking.# 

all (fanout) 

(any 
other) 

All routing keys have the mandatory pattern <prefix>.<HASH>.<rabbit-instruction>.<operation> 

Exchange (F=federated) 

Queue (F=federated) 
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CMIP6 et al.: Current prefix table 

Prefix Scope 

21.14100 CMIP6 files and datasets 

21.14101 Custom collections 

21.14102 Obs4MIPs 

21.14103 CORDEX 
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 All registered and maintained by DKRZ 
 All operational (RabbitMQ, Handle Servers, 

publisher lib support) 
 Prepared for possible future extensions 
 preferably with same ESGF workflow 
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Kernel Information 

 In sync with evolving RDA best practices on PID Kernel Information 
 Possible changes to profile only for conformance with these 

 large-scale migration of PID records was done within EUDAT; tools and 
workflows exist – once recommendation emerges, we‘ll migrate 
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Viewer example 
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Collection service 
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Next steps 

 Handle operations under EUDAT B2HANDLE 
umbrella 
 Backup/mirroring, possibly for all prefixes 

 Data usage tracking tool/service – after the 
fact 
 multiple ways to do it, but user must always 

specify filters 
 would complement collection service (data cart) 

 Handle mass management tools 
(EUDAT/EOSChub) 
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RDA Data Fabric embedding 
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Long-term perspective 

 PIDs as binding element to evolve from file-based 
management 
 following in line with RDA recommendations 
 Data Fabric, PID Kernel Information, Data Type Registries, ... 
 working towards cross-community practice (biodiversity, 

materials, health, astro, ...) 
 enable basic tracking (versions, prov, usage), 

enhanced at higher layers 
 Static/dynamic collections, connection to LTA 

workflows (DOIs) 
 IS-ENES3? 
 How this works for authors is still unclear (citation 

policies): citation for credit & citation for provenance 
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Thank you for your attention. 
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